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ABSTRACT

The major focus of IMPACT was to assist South Burlington High SchOol
special education students in mastering the State mandated Basic Competencies.

This was accomplished through the following collaboratively designed progi:ams
by project staff, school administrators, department chairpeople, teachers
and consulting teachers to meet real and existing district needs:

a) teacher support services,

b) curriculum and materials,

c) streamlined monitoring system for the Basic Cimpetercies,

d) staff development activities,

e). system modifications.

Each year the focus of the project shifted, while involving the same
personnel in collaborative decision making. The first year was focused on

planning; the second on implementing the monitoring system, team teaching,
workshops and courses; the third on disseminating the programs to other school
districts in Vermont, two national organizaticns (Council for Exceptional
Children, New York, April 1981 and Houston April 1982; American Association
of School Administrators, New Orleans, February 1982) and an article entitled
"IMPACT -.Interactive Model for Professional Action and Change for Teachers"
published in The Journal of Staff Development, November 1981.

Since IMPACT's inception, all South Burlington High School students in
the graduating class of 1982 have mastered all of their basic competencies,

excluding two students on multi-year plans. As of the date of this report,

there are four team-taught English classes, one team-taught math class, and

one team-taught social studies class. Of the teachers interviewed who
participated in the courses or workshops, 70% of those intervieed were
applying the concepts in their classroom. Evaluation designs include RAMOS,

(Reading and Mathematics Observation System - Robert & Kathryn Calfee, Stanford
University, 1976), LoU (Levels of Use - Concerniz:Based Adopti6ii-Modb-10:
of Use (LoU) Interview format (Loucks, Newlove & Hall, 1975), and rate charts

for the basic competencies.
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IMPACT: A SUMMARY REPORT

The Interactive Model for Professional Action and Change for

Teachers (IMPACT) has been a collaborative project of South Burlington

High School and the University of Vermont. IMPACT, a secondary Child

Service deMonstration Center, was funded by the U. S. Department of

Education from SePtember 1, 1979 to August 30, 1982. This paper is

submitted as a summary report of the project. It includes an evaluation

of student change and teacher training, reactions a department chair-

people, and recommendations to the district for future activities which

can be continued without the aid of IMPACT's federal funding.

The major.goals of Prolect IMPACT have been:

1. to assist school administrators in the development of more

efficient systems of monitoring student progress in mastering

VetMont Basic Competencies;

2. to design with Department Chairpersons, teacher support ser12r.es

(courses, workshops alli:41 daily consultation) offeredby consulting

teachers, which were necessary for serving students not achieving

Basic Competencies in the regular classroom;

3. to disseminate improved educational systems for providing special

education and teacher support services to other schools in

Vermont.

Project staff, school administrators, consulting teachers and

school personnel cooperatively designed the programs by which these

goals have been realized.. All of the decisions which were made by
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-the appropriate -personnel-have been Oriented to either student,

teacher, or school district needs and concerns. The focus of these

decisions has been to assist South Burlington High School special

education students in mastering the State-mandated Basic Competencies.

Monitoring Student Progress

In order to assist school administAtors in the development of more

efficient systems for monitoring basic competencies a secretarial positicn

was funded. D'is important position has made it possible to maintain a

continually updated central record keeping system which has been stream-

lined to meet individual and department needs. The system uses.two cards.

One card is Maintained by each academic department for a group of students.

The other card is color coded by year of graduation and is maintained by

the secretary as an individual master record card for each student. The

department cards are sent to the secretary to have that information trans-

ferred to the individual student record and the computer. This system

has prOved highly effective in maintaining accurate information on

ndividual-studentsl-basic -competency--test-resuits-.-----

By providing accurate information on individual students basic

competency test results, this system has had a clear effect on the number

of students achieving mastery of all basic competencies. One hundred

per.ent of the senior class, aside from students who have dropped out of

school, have achieved mastery of all the basic competencies. Current

informatiun on the Junior class indicates that odd hundred percent of the

6
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class can achieve mastery of the basic competencies by the time they

graduate. Those students on Multi-Year Plans or who drop out of school

are not considered as part of the total number of students in each class.

Teacher Support Services.

The results on basic competency tests were used to help identify the

district's inservice needs, as well as ideas and concerns expressed by

department chairpeople, administrators, consulting teachers, teachers

and proje6t staff. Three levels of inservice teacher training Were

developed: courses, workshops and consultation in the form of team teach-

ing designed to improve instruction for students with handicapping

conditions.

.

Workshops were arranged by the consulting teachers in response to

teacher identification of basic competenties most difficult for students

to master. Two different concepts were employed: 1) teaming air:Suiting,

teachers and exemplary teachers from the district, and 2) hiring people

with expertise in different skill areas to conduct Oe workshops. The focus
.Nr.0 ---

of the workshops_was the-development of-teaching-§ttafiles and curriculum

ID.
materials to increase the probability that low performing students would

master Math 1/20 (finds quotient), and several of the writing basic competen-

cies: Writing 112 (spells words correctly), #7 (writes a business letter),

and #8 (writes a page of organized material.)

Courses were offered for graduate credit by the consulting teachers

through the University of Verthont, College of Education & Social Services.

The course offerings were in response tO the generalized needs of teachers

and included teachers from several school districts._,,Content focused on
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individualized instruction, curriculum development, cooperative learning,

learning strategies, direct instruction, and behavior managemeLt. Each

three credit course required 45 hours of meeting time and 90 hours of

classroom-based practicum.

Consultation in the form of team teaching between regular and special

educators was the most intensive level of support services to teachers.

Certain basic competencies had been delegated to content area teachers

as part of the new accountability system. While the content area teachers

were willing to assume the resPonsibility for teaching certain basic

competencies, they needed specific strategies to increase the likelihood

that low performing students would master these competencies in the

regular classroom. Through the use of cooperative 'weekly planning, team

teaching and shared evaluation, the special and regular educators:

1. built ongoing working relationships;

2. aeveloped curriculum sequences;

3. implemented teaching-stvategies-in-th-e-Eidasroom.

The introduction of cooperative groups as a method of organizing students

for learning skills (ex: time management,, note taking, listening skills,

SQ3R: survey, question, recite, review) deMonstrated that students could be

taught how to learn, as well as what to learn, in a teamed situation

between a regular and special educatbr.

Teaming of special and regular educators evolved as an effective

method of broadening the repetoire of the tontent teacher, servicing the

handicapped population and increasing the mastery level of S.B.H.S.

students on the State-mandated basic competencies. Currently there ara
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four team-taught English classes, one team-taught_math class, and-ope

team-taught social studies claSs.

There has been an increase in the.number of students Achieving

mastery on certain basic competenCia since Ehe introduction of the

workshops, courses and teamteaching.

PERCENT OF SPECIAL EDUCATION STUDENTS ACHIEVING MASTERY:4.
before introduction
of inservice trainin

after introduction
of inservice trainin

, Math 20
c.)

43 87

w Reading 4

a.

3.7 83

E Reading 7 0

:Writing 2 0 87 ,

Writin 3.7 84

Department_ChairperstriiItions to Team Teaching.

Department chairs played\an important role in accomplishing the goals

of the grant. Aside from the critical developmental work which was con-

ducted collaboratively with them, they have also made decisions for the

follow-up activities which will occur in the next school year. According

to Mr. Darling, the English department chairperson, the team-taught clastes

will be continued next year with pre and post assessing in spelling,

writing and reading. There will be two instead of four team-taught classea.____

Mr. Darling feels-that the team-taught classes allowed a teacher to spend

more time with an individual student ori an individual task and provided the

teacher with the option of Structuring a learning environment in which a
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student is exposed to both independent and1Whole class activities.

also feels that the collaborative planning time is essential for the

success of the teaming. Other positive aspects of the teaming in

English classes are that it creates a situation in which organization
- .

of the claSses becomes easier, and the student Attitude is good.

Mr. Frattini, the math department chairperson, feels that the teaming

is good for the kds with handfCapping conditions and,that it should be

continued next year, providing that time for collaborative planning-4e-

built into the schedule. The_teamir4-1K-Ee mitb department allowed

more.one7on-one instruction to'occur in the classroom, and helpea to

reduce the stress level of the teacher-sint-E-ifiere was more than one

persorrzn the classroom.

104

The social studies department chairperson, Mr. Heller, feels that

teaming is a must for the low level students. The teaming shows that kids

can learn, and having a regular and special educator in the ,cla;sroom°
.lk a

together works, instead of the special educator providing assistance in

other ways without "being there." Mr. Heller would like the teaming to

41.4

continue and would like to expand its scope.

As a form of consultation, the teaming of regular and special educators

clearly-promidcs opportunities for teachers to incoxporate new learning
_

_

materials and new Wiethods into their teaching. The teaming was designed to

meet current teacher and student needs. Designing programs to meet exioting

teacher and student needs is a mddel of staff development named the "Concerns-

Based Adoption Model" (CBAM), developed.by Gene Hall, 'Center for Teacher

Education, University of Texas: Austin.
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The third goal of the grant was to disseminate improved eduCational

.."

systems tor providing special education and teacher support seri/ides to
A

T

other schools in Vermont. Since being funded, ILIPACT staff has conducted-
.

23 different dissemination activities, received 35 visitors,'-and-published

an article in the_National Sta'ff Development Council's aournal of Staff
.4

1.___Deve1opment'Ifi1covember 1981. Most of our dissemination efforts have
'6* v-----414

been focused within the state. HOwever, DirPACT ,staff have made three::

presentationational_aUdienced:__Comnairfor Exceptional Children (cgo,e

in New York (April 1981); American Association of'Schcol Administrators, .

in New Orleans (February 1982); and CEC in Hous.ton (April 1982.).
t.

Dissemination: effort:s have focused on providingeinformation and

support that would ali0\9ther teacherp anl schools to adopt IIIRACTrs

MOnitoringtsystem and teacher support service's to their own,Uassroom,

department and/or school needs. Some dissemination vehiqles were:

.1. a tape/slide presentation entitleq the "BC BLUES" was

shown to varioud organizations, groups of administrltors

and teachers;

2. -a- pamphlet -describing our project was distributed at

the above meetings, as well as mailed to every sedondary,

school in Vermont;

3. those districts, teachers and administrators Who7--nere

interested in finding out more about theyroject were

then brought to the high school for the purposes of onsite

visits into classrooms, and meetings with IMPACT staff for,

11
4
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further information on the components of the project.
N,

The visitor was Aked to decide which components' were of

interest an& could be adapted .in their district.

Once the'decision was made as to which components of the project

were to be adapted, IMPACT staff collaboratively planned the initial

introduction and follow-up activities with the interested distri.ct

administrators. This dissemination took on several forms, from a single

presentation as a gue t lecturer in a course, to continuedonsultation

with districts to assis them in implementing our project's components

to meet the needs in their, district. IMPACT staff have been more heavily

inwaved in these dissemination%ctivities during the third year of-the

project when they developed an ongoing relationship'with two separate

school districts in Vermont for the purpose of staff development.

Review.

, . /
,turing the first year of IMPACT, project staff focused on the collabora-

tive designing of programs to meet district.needs and project gcals. The

focus of:the'second year was to implement the monitoring system, teacher

support 'services and to begin to collect data generated by these programs.

Implftentation and maintenance of the monitoring syst m and teacher support
. .

serviCes continued into the third year of IMPACT:- 11:wever, the major focus

thethird year was.dissemination to other district's and organizations, as

well as tlie colledtion of data to be used in the eValuation of IMPACT.

Evaluation consultants BrUd Meyers and Joan Butrum assisted IMPACT

staff-in designiu the means by which to collect i:nformation and evaluate

IMPACT's effects: Slime qudstions were raised:
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1. What effect does direct instruction and team teaching

through the Consulting Teacher Model have on special

education student's mastery of certain .basic competencies?

2. Are gains in learning basic competencies due to special

instruction or normal maturation?
4

4

.3. Are there other effects of direct. instrucfion in test

scores, grade point averages, lower,absentee'ratds and

lower dropout rates between caseload students and their

a
,peers?

4. Does team teaching effect teacher style?

5. Which is the most effective delivery mode of teacher support

services: single _presentatIr;naworkshopsformal_courses,

or team teaching?
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The ..report which follows summarizes a longitutional study of 87

special education students and their peers from the fall of 1979 through

December 1981. Briefly, the findings are as follows:

1. Given direct instruction on certain target competencies,

and monitoring of all competencies, the caseload group of

special education students makes significant progress on

each competency resulting in complete mastery of the

competencies by the spring semester of the senior year.

(See Figures 1 through 6, pages 29, 30 and 31.)

2. When compared with a group of students who are most

like the caseload students (have similar standard test

scores and similar grade point averages), caseload students

master the basic competencies at a significantly faster rate

than do their peers. (See Figures 1 through 6, pages 29, 30 & 31.)

3. There are gains in average standardized test scores of

caseload.students, but these gains are not significantly

greater than their peers.

4. There are gains in average grade points among caseload

students, these are likewise not significantly higher thdn

those of their peers. (See Figure 7, page 32.)

5. Caseload students are absent from school at an average rate

of four to six days less than their peers. (See Figure 8, page 32.)

1 4
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6. Caseload students drop ut of school (that is, leave school

for reasons not connected to health or transfer) at a signifi-

cantly lower rate than their peers. (See Figure 9, page 33.)

7. Finally, all students gain in mastery of the basic competen-

cies over the three year period of the inservice and

monitoring program. Since all students had the benefit from

these two areas of intervention, we can only speculate whether

the caseload students might have appeared to make greater

gains if the general population of the school had been denied:

such intervention) ,(See-Figure 10, page 33.)

Caseload Population: Before providing more specific detail about

relative student gains it is important to understand the characteristics

that are common among students who were identified as caseload students

and those of their peers.

Generally speaking, students are eligible for special services if

their standardized test results are 2 years below grade level, they are

experiencing 50% or lower learning rate with the Basic Competencies, and

they are recommended for special services by a teacher. (See South Burlington

School District's Special Education Services Procedures Handbook, Nov. 1981

for further clarification.)

Other characteristics that were measured for the caseload population

included the following:

1) Sex

, 2) TASK scores at the freshman year (in actual percentile)

3) Average number of absences in the Freshman year

4) Percent of competencies mastered in the Freshman year

5) Average grade point at the end of the Freshman year

15
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Peer group students: The search for a gicup of peers who would be

most like the caseload students for purposes of comparison proceeded along

the following steps..

First, students were sought at random who were most like the caseload

atudents on the dimension of general school performance (grade point:-

average.) Second, from this group of students were selected those who were

most like their caseload peers on the dimension of standardized test scores

in Math and English.

Finally, as a third step, stuusnts selected in steps 1 and 2 were

compared as to sex. The caseload population is obviously better balanced

by sex, but since sex seems to have little impact on rate of achievement

on basic competencies, it was decided to ignore this difference between

the two populations.

The following table indicates the comparison between the caseload and

peer groups on each characteristic considered iMportant to the study.

TabLe 1

4

Sex:

Male
Female

Caseload (N=87)**

56%
44%

Peer group (N=92)**

64%

36%

Average number of
.

absences in the
freshman year

9.9 days 14.6 days

Percent mastery of
competencies mastered
by the freshman year

37%

,

31%

*TASK Scores:
English
Mathematics

46th percentile
25th percentile

50th percentile
29th percentile

Average GPA 1.75 1.43

* National percentiles
** Fall, 1979

-16
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Results

Basic Competencies:

1. Rate of progress-on the target competencies:

From an initial assessment on basic competencies which identified

certain competencies that had low rates of mastery, the following competencies

were selected for special attentian for instruction:

Reading 4: Reads, uses informational materiil.

Reading 7: Finds main idea and supporting details.

Writing 7: Writes a business letter.

Writing 2: Spans commonly misspelled words correctly

Math 20: Finds quotient

The caseload students made significant progress on the target competen-

cies during the years 1979 through 1981. (See Figure 1, page 29.)

2. Comparison of caseload and peer group:

The most striking aspect about each of the graphs (Figures 2-6, pages 29,

30 and 31) is that caseload students experienced a large (and statistically

significant) gain relative to the peer group during the second year of the Project.

As might be expected, these gains diminish by the third year of tile project

since all students are approaching mastery. In the case of two target

competencies, Reading 4 and Reading 7, the caseload and peer groups are

about even after three years of the project. This fact, we believe, is

largely due to increased attention given to all students in the area of

reading during the team teaching processes during the 1980-81 school year.

In any case, the significant gap between the caseload and peer group during

the second year of the project indicates that the direct instruction for

caseload students probably had the desired impact on learning.
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Standardized Test Scores: As indicated in the summary findings,

caseload students do gain in average standardized test acores. While

gains*for both caseload and peer groups are statistically significant

they are not large gains. It maybe that the Stanford TASK is an inappro

priate test. Almost all standardized tests are designed for the average

student. However, since both caseload and peer groups are performing

below average on other measures their scores may not be reliable indicators

of their achievement. The TASK may tot be an appro$riate test to reflect

achievement on the South Burlington High School cur4culum. Test makers

ordinarily do not have any particular curriculum in mind when a test is

constructed. National percentiles are, therefore, somewhat misleading

since some schools may design their curricula in closer\onformity to test

items than do other schools. It is al issue beyond the scope of the Model

Child Demonstration Project, but we suggest that the Guidance Department

be consulted to determine whether the TASK or some other test might be an

appropriate standardized measure.

In any case, it appears that gains made in basic competency achievement

do not substantially carry over to performance on the TASK standardized

test of achievement.

Grade Point Averagel Like standardized test scores, gumulative grade

point averages do not reflect gains that are as great as those achieved in

basic competencies. While both groups, of atudents,the_caeloadand--peerr----

groups made stgnificant gains in their cumulative grade point averages over

the three year period,_these piPs_are not_as_largefor -either thecaseioad-

or peer groups and are probably due to normal progress.

Figure 7 (page 32), indicates the relative gains in grade point

, averages made by both caseload and peer groups.

1,8
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Absentee rates: In comparing absentee rates of both caseload and

peer groups there are differences in favor of the caseload stUdents, but

these ditferences are not statistically significant. Figure 8 (page 32) indi-

cates the relative absentee rateS for each group during the three years

the Model Child Demonttration Project. Both groups are subject to wide

ranges of absenteeism with some stnaehtsheing absent about as little as

two or three days, while other students are absent as many as 40 or me days.

The most interesting fact related to absentee rates is that they-

seem most related to changes in grades and grade point average rather than

basic competency performance. Basic competency performance is relativeIY

unaffected by absenteeism. Perhaps this is because instruction for basic

competencies is more individualized. However, as the daysabsent from

school increase, the grade point average typically decreases.

Drop-out ratio: As we reported in February 1982, the caseload popuiation

drop-out (that is, withdrawn for reasons related to school performance) was at

a rate of about 4 percept during the years 1979-82. 'At the same time, theiL

peers experienced a drop-out rate of nearly.13 percent. (See Figure 9,

Overall Performance of the Basic Competencies

page 33.)

All students at South Burlington High School gained in mastery of the

basic competencies over the period of years from 1979 thrOugh 1981. Taken
*'

as a total population, it is not possible to say whether increases in mastery

were due in whole or in.part,to the inservice monitoring system set up by -
_

the project. It is likely that at least some of the gains made by students

are due to,normai maturation, retesting of_competencies and_test error-

However, it is also true that the gains made from year to year by each class

of students are substantial, could not have occurred by chance alone, and

probably could not have occurred without some intervention.

19
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Since all students: 1) caseload, 2) their peers (as formally defined

for this study, and 3) the non-handicapped population are expected to

achieve total mastery of all basic competencies by graduation, it is

appropriate to conpare the rate of achievement of these three groups.

(See Figure 10, pk..e 33.) '

Summary

The question for evaluation of student progress as a result

of the Model Child Demonstration project was whether or not

caseload students and other students would achieve the basic

competencies at a faster, more efficient rate than would have

been the case had the project never existed. The evidence

cited in-the_foregoing section.strongly suggests that the

project made a positive,-§ignilicant and important impact upon

student gains in achievement of target basic cd-apetencles. The

evidence also suggests that students in the caseload population

come to School more often, drop out less frequently, and finally

achieve mastery of their basic competencies. It also supports

the claim that the institution of inservice education in

instructional design and a monitoring system positively impacts

upon the rate of achievement of basic competencies by all students.

The evaluation did not, however, identify relationships

0

between achievement on the basic competencies and achievement

as measured by standardiied tests or grade_p_aint_average-. --Th-is--

may raise questions for further study concerning the relationship

of the basic competencies to other parts of the school curriculum

and the appropriateness of currently used standardized tests.
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. Teacher Effects

Effort by the people associated with the Model Child Demonstration

Center was directed both at helping students to learn the basic

competencies and at teachers to help them teach the BC's in more

effective ways. Effects of inservice and consultation orr teaching

styles and strategies are harder to measdre than student outcomes,

but probably no less important than the performance of individual

students. A teacher 'affects student learning for thousands of

students over a period of years.
_ _

In an effort to Measure the effects of the program on teachers, it

was decided to directly observe participating teachers during the years

0-
that the project was in -operation, 1980 through 1982. -The evaluation

_question chosen for this aspect of the project was: Do teachers' and

students' behaviors change over time in 3,7ays that_ might-be related to

teacher inservice and consultation? Through team teaching and

individualization of their classes, teachers might be expected to:

1) lecture less

2) be more available to individual students

. -3) assume a greater variety of teaching roles

4) move about more freely in the claFsroom

5)____.respand morsimmed-iateiytuindial students

6) give more positive feedback to students

St'tuJnts, in turn, might be expected to attend more to classroom

tasks and hak less social interaction during ingtruction (unless

social interactio was a goal of instruction.)
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Design

A total of 44 observations were made on six teachers who had

volunteered to be observed and to participate in this aspect of the

Model Child Demonstration Rrogram. Eight teacher and student behaviors

were chosen'for analysis. These behaviors included:

1) What roles dr, teachers play in claasrooms?

Are they predominately:

a) preventing undesirable behavior

b) providing advise and feedback while students
work independently

c) lecturing

d) other

2) To what extent are teachers availabl r! to all students

in class?

3) What types of'student/teacher interaction are most

likely to,occur? Are these:

a) discussions led by teaCher

'LI) giving help to individual students

4) How mdbile are teachers? Do,they:
,

a) move freely about the rocim

b) stay in one place

5) What type of feedback do teachers tend to give students?

Is it:

a) given verbally and immediately

b) tangible - (food, stars,.etc.)

c) no feedback'

2 2
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6) Is the type of feedback given generally positive

or negative?

7) HOw attentive are students in class? (on task)

a) highly attentive

b) moderately attentive

c) low amo7t/of attention

8) How much social interaction occurs in class? (off task)

a) high amount

b) moderate amount

0 low amount

The method for observing teachers chosen for the prolect was'

R.A.M.O.S., the Reading and Mathematics Observation System developed

by Robert and Ir.athryn Calfee at Stanford University in 1976. RAMOS_

is a system that couhts the number of teacher and student actions

during each class period that correspond to the question's raised earlier

about roles, availability, etc.

Pioject staff were particularly interested in learning whether the

strategy of team teachiq produced the desired effects in classrooms where

it was implemented. In order to demonstrate these efkects, three class-

rooms without team teaching were compared with three classrooms with

team teaching.

Results.

Classrooms utilizing.team teaching demonstrated the following

effects:

23
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1) A greater dive'rsity of teacher roles during the average

class period, both prior tc team teaching and ln compartson

. with other classrooms.

2) A greater amount of availability by adults.to students.

3) A greater-variety of interaction between Students and

teachers.

4) Greater mobility of adults in the classroom.

5) More immediate feedback-given to students

6) 'About the same amount of positive feedback.

7) Slightly more students on task behavior.

8r Slightly less student social-interattion.

_The_figure-on-rhs next page summarizes_these-Arenar;-_

-

0

2'4 .
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TEACHER/STUDENT ACTIONS: Average Number of Occurrences by.
Team and Non-Team Classrooms

.

IRoles1 Availa-
2

bility
Inter-

3

actiOn
Mobility

4

-

Type of
teacher

5
feedback

.

On
6

Task

l'Off
7

Task

Team-Classrooms
(N=3)

Non Team Classrooms L

(N=3)

L

M L

keys:

Roles H = Hith number of roles .(5-6 roles)

M = Moderate number of roles (3-4)
L = Low number of roles (1-2)

2
Availability:

H = Available to many indiVidbál students (15-25)
= Available to a moderate number of students (5=10

L = Available to a low number of students (l-4)

3
Interaction:

H = Givi,ng help to a large number of individual students (8-20)

L = Lecturing to whole class

4
Mobility:

H = Moves abou5 freely for most of class period
L = Stationary for mostof the class

5
Feedback: '

H = High frequency of positive feedback (30 or more).
M = Moderate frequency of positive feedback (10-30)
L = Low frequency of Positive feedback (less.than 10)

6
0n tsask:

H = High frequency of students on task (80-907)
M = Moderate frequency of students on task (50-80%)
L = Low frequency of students on task (less than 50%)

7
Off task:

H = High frequency of students off task (80-90%) a

M = Moderate frequency of students off task (50-80%)
L = Low ffequency of students off task (less than 50%)

Summary:

This observation system wasmainly used to document the facts that would

seem obvious, namely that when two or more skilled adults'are team teaching

in classrooms, teacher and student interaction and student behaviors improve.

2 5
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workShops,, 3) formal courses meeting once a week for 15 week§ during the,
,
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Teacher SuppontServices ,
,

.. .

Project IMPAtT staff members provided trainieg in five classroom,
. . .

. .. ,
--..

.

organizatIon and instructional techniques. These classroom organization

and instructional techniques included.:_ 1)- cooperative 'earning groups,

2) teaching/learnlng.pcedure (ex. Math 26), and 3) study skills.
.

- . .
. . ., . . .

fraining was provided to classroom teachere.and"schoOl administrators using

:,:.

.
-.:

four primary delivery mo.:es: 1) a single 21/2 hour presentation,' 2).we lkaong.

2 ,J

regular schbOl year, and 4) team, teaching. rn order tOsdetermige the most

effective delivery mode, a, sample of classroom teachers yho received mainifig

. .

.
were.interviewed to deterpline their use of,the classroom organizational and.

intLctional techniques in their teaching- rouEines. The remainder of this
14

section describes the sample of teachers interviewed, interview procedures,

data analysis, and results relag-d to the evaluation of trainihg delivery to'des

in promoting the use of the classrooM organization and instructional techniques.

At the time of this report, data was still being collected on the effectiveness

of 'team teachi4 as a delivery mode.

Sample of Teachers Interviewed

Training was provided:to interested classroom teachers and school

administra tors in six school districts in Wrmont during the grant-period.

In December:1981, the IMPACT staff estimatadthe numbers of teaChers who had

attenued training programs during the grant period and then reconstructed .,

lists of invididuals who participated in each training program cOmpleted at
- .

least one month earlier. In selecting the savole,t4 be inclu'ded, it

was necessary to restrict data collection to training sites nearsthe
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project's' home base. Table A presents data concerning the potential

trainee population availa,le for inclusion in the evaluation.

.Table A
Potential Trainee Population

.

Training
Delivery Mode

Near Proj .ct

and
i3entified

Near Project
but not
Identified

Too

Distant

Total
aumber of
Participants

N % N % N. % N %

Single presentation. 9 53 30 92 67.65

One week workshop '12 18 0 30 20..06

Semester course - 14 0 0 . 14.: 10:29

Total 35 25.74 71 52.21 30 22.05 136 100.00

In ramdomly selecO.ng-the sample of trainees to be interviewed,

three additional selection'criteria wete established. First, the trainee

must be currently asSigned to classroom teaching positions as their
,

primary responsibitity. The second criteria stipulated that-nu classroom

.
teacher should be interviswed on more than one of the classroom organize-

tion or instruction teèhniques. ..:We'final criteria required that the

potential interviewee Should hate gathered most of his/her information

on the particulaT classroom organf4ation or instructional technique

from a particular project traiaing session and not from their interactions

with project ot other individUals. Table B presents the data concerning_

the actual: sample selection.

AP
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Table p
Sample Selection Process

Training Delivery
Mode

Near Project
and

Identified

1

' Eliminated

i by

i Criteria

Eligible
1

for

Interview

Selected
2

for

Interview

Single presentation

One Week Workshop

Semester Course

Total

N

9

12

14

%

25.71

34.29

40.00

,N
i

t 3
I 1

I 3
4

1

; 3
5

%

14.28

42:86

42.86

N

8

9

11

%

28.75

32.14

39.29

N

4

.

11

%

50.00

5555

100.00

35 100.00

i

1 7 20.00 28 80.00 20 71.43

1
This column represents those trainees who were identified and
assigned to schools near the project's home base minus those
trainees eliminated.

2
Percents reported in this column are based on the percentage of
trainees eligible for interviews who were actually interviewed.

3
One training participant had interacted with other non-project
individuals frequently on training-related content and therefore

was eliminated.

4
One individual was dropped because.the other two represent
eliminations of double counts because they had attended other
training programs.

5
One individual was on leave during the.interview petiod, the other
individual was assigned, to a full-time administrator position.

As presented in the previous Cable, approximately half of the

interview-eligible participants in single presentations or workshops

.were interviewed. All of these participants (i=9) were employed in

the projeCt's home school district. All interview eligible trainees

enrolled in the course were interviewed five were from a neighboring

school district, the remaining six were from the project''s home school
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,district. All of the interview sample trainees had receiVed training

in both the cooperative learning group or teaching/learning procedures

and weretherefore allowed to discuss eithel in thcir interviews.

Interview Procedures

The interviews were conducted during the late spring of 1982,

the project's final year. Interviews were conducted by four:employees

of the project's home school district who were familiar with the

project but had not participated in the delivery or training.

The interviews, were provided-with a list of-names -to contact and

interview during a six week period. Advance notice concerning the

contact was sent to the selected training participants to alert them

to the purpose and importance of the interviews.

The interviews were conducted in the training participant's home

school using the Concerns-Based Adoption Model Level of Use (LoU)

Interview format (Loucks, Newlove, and Hall, 1975.) This focused

Interview system_collects_systematic information on the use of "innova-

tions" and will therefore provide the project with data on the effective-

ness of the three training delivery modes in promoting teacher use of

the classroom organization and instruction techniques.

The interviews typically required 15 to 30 minutes to complete.

All interviews were tape recorded and then replayed by the interviewer

At a later date for scoring purposes, The LoU rating protocol grades

the interviewee's oVerall use of the "innovation" on an eight-part

scale, reflectlag eight hierarchial levels of'use. Each interviewer

assigned an overall rating to the trainee's use. These ratings
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were additionally confirmed by one of the project's external

evaluators.

---__Data Analysis and Results

The -overall LoU ratings were aggregated for the three training

Pr

delivery modes and sumtarized in thefollowing table.
_

Table C
LoU Ratings

Teaching
Delivery
Mbde

Levels of Use
Non

Use

N %IN

Orien-
tationiation_

% IN

Prepar-

%

Mechan-
ical Use.

N %

Routine
_ments____gration---

%

Refine-

N %

Inte-

N %

Renewal
-----1-,,-

N X
Single
?.sentationr

(n=4) 3 7511,

I

I

25 1 0 _ 0 _

.

0 _ 0 0 _ 0

Workshop
(n=5) 0 - 0

I

I

- I 0
i

- 80

.

20 _ _ -0-

COurse
(n=11) i. 9 1 9 0 - 1 9 3 27 5 46 0 _ 0

Overall

(n=20) 4 20 2 10 0 - 5 25 4 20 5 25 0 _ 0

As indicated in the above table, classroom teachers who participated

n one-shot training sessions.did not actually implement the classroom

rganization and instruction techniquSs. The workshop and course

elivery modes, on the other hand, were more effective in promdting

actual classroom implementation of the training content. In addition,

nlike the workshop participants, some of the course participants were

a le to move into higher,-more competent levels of nse.
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Discussion

These findings suggest that the one-shqt delivery mode is pot

effective in proMoting classroom use of training content. Both the

summer week-long workshop and regular year course delivery modes

were effective in facilitating actual classroom implementation of the

training content. The course format also produced higher levels of use.

These results are somewhat unfounded, however, in that the course format

provided opportunities for teachers participating in the training to

_

try techniqué-S in their own classrooms and.then discuss these attempts

with the trainers. The summer workshop obviously did not permit this

type of feedback. This may suggest that both the workshop and course

delivery modes may be equally effective if try-out and feedback

opportunities were provided.
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Recommendations

It is recommended that.the mpnitoring system be maintained with a

position funded by the district to'insure quality control of'the basic

competency test information for all high school students.

The teaming of special educators and regular educators should

continue with collaborative planning time built into their schedules:

Consulting Teachers and the school district should continue their

collaboration with the University of Vermont, especially in the areas

of evaluation, mainstreaming of Level 4 students, and courses.

Finally, the information currently being gathered about the team

taught PIWA classes should be organized to reveal the student and teacher

eflects of the team teaching, and this information should be shared with

all interested parties.

32
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Fiiure 7
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Figure 9

PERCENT DROPOUT*: CASELOAD VS
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Figure 10
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